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In this study, the periodic measurement of temperature and water analyses (before rainfall and five days after rainfall) 
were conducted at springs outwelling on the west slope of Mt. Kiyomizuyama in Kyoto City. The result showed that 
water from each springs have each properties: pattern of annual temperature fluctuation such as ranges and timings of 
peaks, composition of dissolved ions and densities of dissolved matters after rain. These variations may be indication of 
the differences in the properties of the groundwater of springs. Hence, these surveys of spring water can help us gain a 
better understanding of groundwater that may cause of slope failures. 
 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































⾲ 1㻌 ‪Ỉ㔞ቑ኱᫬䛾୍᫬ⓗỈ ኚື 
‪Ỉὶ㔞 ᇞ㸸ቑ኱㸪ĺ㸸ᖖ᫬ྠ➼ 
Ỉ  ᇞ㸸୍᫬ⓗୖ᪼㸪ź㸸୍᫬ⓗୗ㝆㸪ĺ㸸ᖺ㛫ኚື୪ 
㻞᪥๓㝆Ỉ㔞 ๓᪥㝆Ỉ㔞 ‪Ỉ㼍ὶ㔞 Ỉ  ‪Ỉ㼐ὶ㔞 Ỉ 
㻞㻜㻝㻜ᖺ㻟᭶㻞㻡᪥ 㻝㻣㻚㻡 㻞㻞 䕧 䕧 䕧 䊻 ᅜ᭷ᯘỈ 䝕䞊䝍䛿‪Ỉ㼐䛾䜏
㻞㻜㻝㻜ᖺ㻡᭶㻞㻠᪥ 㻜 㻝㻜㻥 䕧 䕰 䕧 䕧 ቃෆ‪Ỉ㼎䛿ὶ㔞㐣኱䛷ィ ୙⬟
㻞㻜㻝㻜ᖺ㻣᭶㻝㻢᪥ 㻝㻞㻡 㻝㻠㻚㻡 䕧 䊻 䕧 䕰
㻞㻜㻝㻜ᖺ㻤᭶㻝㻟᪥ 㻜 㻝㻠㻝 䕧 䕰 䕧 䕰
㻞㻜㻝㻜ᖺ㻥᭶㻝㻢᪥ 㻜 㻞㻡㻚㻡 䕧 䕰 䕧 䕰
㻞㻜㻝㻜ᖺ㻝㻝᭶㻝᪥ 㻝㻚㻡 㻠㻤 䕧 䊻 䕧 䊻
㻞㻜㻝㻜ᖺ㻝㻞᭶㻞㻟᪥ 㻞㻟 㻝 䊻 䕧 䊻 䕧
㻞㻜㻝㻝ᖺ㻡᭶㻞㻡᪥ 㻠㻜 㻟㻠 䕧 䕰 䕧 䊻
㻞㻜㻝㻝ᖺ㻢᭶㻟᪥ 㻞㻜 㻝㻥 䕧 䕰 䕧 䊻
㻞㻜㻝㻝ᖺ㻢᭶㻝㻜᪥ 㻜 㻜 䕧 䕧 䕧 䕧
㻞㻜㻝㻝ᖺ㻣᭶㻤᪥ 㻥㻚㻡 㻠㻟 䕧 䕰 䕧 䕰
㻞㻜㻝㻝ᖺ㻥᭶㻡᪥ 㻞㻞㻚㻡 㻥㻟 䕧 䕰 䊻 䕰
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